Teacher Resources
POWER
TALK
Develop oral
communication with
the strategies
and activities
in this
resource
manual.
Power Talk contains over 2,300 cues
and ideas. Included are: 50 ways to
talk about pictures, 75 speaking activities, 100 survey topics, 250 people to
interview, 258 categories, 105 acts of
communication, 100 speaking tasks
based on documents, 253 listing cues,
80 leads for reporter interviews, Chat
Charts, speaking PROP-ellers and
hundreds of other creative tasks to
build speaking skills. Softcover,
8-1/2" x11", 154 pages.
MFP1862......................Book, $29.95
MFP1862DL........Download (PDF),
$20.95

DICE, CRAYONS
AND TIDDLYWINKS,
MASTERY THROUGH
MANIPULATIVES
Here is an invaluable collection
of 30 easily adaptable exercises
for all languages and levels that
was adapted from an extremely
popular language convention
seminar. You'll learn new ways
to use manipulatives such as dice,
bingo chips, index cards, balls,
and crayons to add excitement to
your lesson plans. Paperback,
8-1/2"x11", 44 pages.
CAR522..................Book, $12.95
CAR522DL....Download (PDF),
$11.95

LET'S CHAT!
CREATIVE
COMMUNICATIVE
ACTIVITIES
FOR ALL LANGUAGE
LEARNERS
Let's Chat! Brings speaking back to the classroom
with 87 creative, innovative and highly interactive
activities to spark every level of verbal interaction
from beginner to advanced. Let's Chat! features:
Extensive examples in English, Spanish, and
French; Numerous vocab-ulary card and activity
page templates; Simple step-by-step instructions
with many optional extensions and variations;
Activities with multiple intelligences in mind;
Interdisciplinary exrercises; Activities for beginning, intermediate and advanced levels. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 160 pages.
DOL9401............................................Book, $24.95

MOVE YOUR
STUDENTS
TO A
WORLD CITY
If your students
can't actually move
to a world city like
Madrid, Rome,
Munich, Paris, Hong
Kong, Mexico City,
Moscow or Tokyo,
they can do the next best thing. The can
"move" there virtually - for the entire year or a
semester. Let the "virtual residence" be the
foundation of your course. You'll have authentic real-world culture contexts at your disposal
to introduce, apply, and practice everything
you teach! Your students will love moving into
their very own apartments in the language
community where they'll explore, discover,
learn "on location," make decisions, visit, go
on errands, have appointments, plan, and have
adventures - immersed in language and culture.
This book shows you how to set up a "virtual
residence" experience for your class and has
over 1,000 ideas and activities. Any
Language. Any level. Spiralbound,
8-1/2" x 11", 140 pages.
MFP1995......................................Book, $29.95
MFP1995DL............Download (PDF), $20.95

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)

23 ACTIVITIES TO LIVEN UP
YOUR WORLD LANGUAGE
CLASSROOM
Balloon Bounce, Beach Ball
Skee-ball®, Bucket Sort, Grab and
Chat, Hot Seat, Popcorn Challenge,
and many more! Improve student performance using games and fun activities that work with any lesson you are
struggling to reinforce. Twenty-three
different game activities to get kids
up and moving around while perfecting that lesson or topic. Spiralbound,
8-1/2"x11", 60 pages.
TDB6846......................Book, $34.99

OVER 1000
CONVERSATION
STARTER
Conversation
Starters is for
teachers who
want to give their
students the gift
of fluency by
creating a communicative classroom. Using imagination, students are transported "on location" to a living abroad experience in which they simulate daily activities,
social interactions and adventures. The manual provides more than 100 cultural simulation
ideas, 1400 conversation starters: 656 role
plays on 46 themes, ideas for improvisations
and skits, brainstorming, 100 AP speech topics, panel discussions, social events, story
chain ideas and so much more. This new
product can be used for ALL LANGUAGES
and all levels from middle school to college.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 150 pages.
MFP1811...................................Book, $29.95
MFP1811DL.........Download (PDF), $20.95

TR-1

TPR IS MORE THAN
COMMANDS

How to go from zero to correct
spoken fluency with TPR. Very
practical, with many examples. In
English with examples in various
languages. For world language and
ELL/ESL teachers alike. Softcover,
6"x9", 130 pages.
CPL140.....................Book, $17.95

KEY
B=Beginner
BE=Beginner (Elementary)
B/I=Beginner/Intermediate
I=Intermediate
I/A=Intermediate/Advanced
A=Advanced
B-A=For General Use

TR-2

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484

FLUENCY THROUGH
TPR STORYTELLING
The defining treatment of TPRS
(Teaching Proficiency through
Reading and Storytelling). This
book will show you how to help
students actually become proficient
in the language you are teachingto understand speech and writing,
to speak, and to write. Softcover,
6"x9", 410 pages.
CPL218.....................Book, $24.95

GUARANTEE
All purchases are fully guaranteed and are subject
to return and full credit within 30 days from time
of receipt, provided they are returned in saleable
condition and shipped prepaid by customer. A
copy of the invoice must accompany the return.
Claims for incorrect or damaged shipments must
be made within 30 days from the invoice date, or
such claims are invalid.

